
ADOBO DESIGN AWARDS ASIA
MINT College’s Multimedia Arts students garnered five out of the seven awards in the student category including gold!  Being our first time to 
compete in the prestigious adobo Design Awards Asia 2017, MINT College earned 9 nominations - the most out of any school. 

DESIGN SYSTEMS - MANILA ELECTRIC TRANSPORT, PANEL 1 CLAUDINE QUINTELA
Over a semester, a student is tasked to develop a Brand Identity System - a process that will require: 
multiple possible logos and variants; applications ranging from signage and packaging to uniforms 
and vehicle graphics; and a comprehensive graphic standards manual that will bring all of it together.

The development of a visual design standards manual is often a landmark project for a professional 
graphic designer.  This class seeks to mimic that experience in the safety of a classroom and with the 
support of a talented instructor. 

Student, MINT College
Multimedia Arts

DESIGN SYSTEMS - MANILA ELECTRIC TRANSPORT, PANEL 2 CLAUDINE QUINTELA
Over a semester, a student is tasked to develop a Brand Identity System - a process that will require: 
multiple possible logos and variants; applications ranging from signage and packaging to uniforms 
and vehicle graphics; and a comprehensive graphic standards manual that will bring all of it together.

The development of a visual design standards manual is often a landmark project for a professional 
graphic designer.  This class seeks to mimic that experience in the safety of a classroom and with the 
support of a talented instructor. 

Student, MINT College
Multimedia Arts

GOLD 
AWARD
Claudine Quintela
Multimedia Arts

SILVER
AWARD
1) Chantal Arboleda
 Multimedia Arts

BRONZE 
AWARD

2) Ricah Icmat
 Multimedia Arts

1) Kevin Matsuyama
 Multimedia Arts

2) Vicky Tumacder
 Multimedia Arts

PUBLICATION DESIGN - LIVING WITH AN OFW PARENT, PANEL 1 CHANTAL ARBOLEDA
This class equipped the students with the professional expertise needed to create their original 
publication by exercising a vast array of knowledge and skills that cover concept development, 
visualization, research, writing, and final execution. The course harnessed the students’ storytelling 
abilities in both written and visual form and how these two mediums must work seamlessly and 
compliment each other. Theoretical and practical understanding of topics related to publication 
design such as the history of visual communication, paper specifications, binding techniques and 
printing processes were also covered in the class. 

Student, MINT College
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THE DIRTY DOZEN - SENIOR PROJECT, PANEL 1
Ricah Icmat’s The Dirty Dozen is a glorious journey of the Filipino’s love for street food.  The Dirty 
Dozen is simply an authentic approach into the flavors that every Filipino knows and cherishes.  Ricah 
chose a select ‘dozen’ of the Philippines’ most coveted street foods.  Take a trip with Ricah into the 
wonderful world of kalsada cuisine.  The book itself looks good enough to eat.

RICAH ICMAT
Student, MINT College 
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PATTERN & COLOR - DRAGON
The project tasked students to create individual images that would 
be tiled to create a pattern. The project shows how small distinct 
images can be interpreted as texture and how scale can effect how 
a pattern is perceived by a viewer. The project also required
the students to explore applications for their patterns.

PATTERN & COLOR - KOI
The project tasked students to create individual images that would 
be tiled to create a pattern. The project shows how small distinct 
images can be interpreted as texture and how scale can effect how 
a pattern is perceived by a viewer. The project also required
the students to explore applications for their patterns.

VICTORIA TUMACDER
Student, MINT College
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left to right:
Michael Dayao (nominee), 
Jomhel Tagle (nominee),
Bea Trinidad (nominee),
Claudine Quintela 
(Gold award),
Chantal Arboleda 
(Silver award),
Kevin Matsuyama 
(Bronze award),
Alyana Cerda (nominee)

not included in picture:
Ricah Icmat (Silver award),
Vicky Tumacder (Bronze award)

PATTERN & COLOR - KOI
The project tasked students to create individual images that would 
be tiled to create a pattern. The project shows how small distinct 
images can be interpreted as texture and how scale can effect how 
a pattern is perceived by a viewer. The project also required
the students to explore applications for their patterns.

VICTORIA TUMACDER
Student, MINT College
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MINT BAGS 
BRONZE AT 
ADOBO DESIGN 
AWARDS ASIA 
2018
Natalie Ampil, a graduate of the Multimedia Arts program of MINT College, won 
bronze in the Open Category of the adobo Design Awards Asia 2018.

Ampil’s entry, Unhinged was her thesis during her senior year at MINT College. 
It was designed as a tool to help stimulate creative motivation for artists who are 
struggling with finding inspiration. Ampil’s Unhinged and Rico Ireneo’s Manila 
Electric Transport were among five finalists that also included two entries from 
DLS-College of St. Benilde, and one from DLSU-Dasmariñas.

Ampil’s win marks the second year that MINT College landed an award from the 
prestigious award-giving body in the field of design. 
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